MEMORANDUM

TO ALL POEA EMPLOYEES

The POEA will present Plaques of Recognition to its six outstanding employees and to 18 POEA employees who have served the MOLE for over 20 years.

The employees who will be awarded during the POEA Year-End Assembly on 22 December 1983 at the Asilo de San Vicente de Paul are the following:

OUTSTANDING EMPLOYEE Awardees

1. Lucia Villamayor - Budget
2. Ernesto Fulgencio - Accreditation
3. Herminia San Gabriel - WAAO
4. Myrna Macarubbo - Office of the Administrator
5. Lolita Aragon - Accounting
6. Leonor Romilla - CPD

WALANG KUPAS Awardees
(For Over 20 Years of Service)

1. Rosa Esguerra
2. Felipa Gadicho
3. Ernesto Fulgencio
4. Edelina Longa
5. Remedios Lazaro
6. Selenia Caligagan
7. Cecilia Curso
8. Felicitas dela Cruz
9. Fe Esguerra
10. Leticia Fermin
11. Alfonso Garces
12. Felicidad Gonda
13. Gerundio Juan
14. Elena Mangotara
15. Elisa Marcelo
16. Tomas Montecines
17. Crescencio Siddayao
18. Herminia San Gabriel

Ma. Alcestis A. Mangahas
Deputy Administrator

20 December 1983